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be submitted to the certifying body deemed 
suitable.  Upon successful completion of the 
audit assessment process your organisation 
will then be awarded certification.

Related services

Beyond the Business Continuity Management 
System of ISO 22301, IMSM also recommend 
to your business the following management 
system standards to help develop and grow a 
profitable business:

• ISO 9001 Quality Management

• ISO 14001 Environmental Management

• BS OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health 
and Safety Management

• ISO 27001 Information and Data Security 
Management

• ISO 20000 Information Technology

These standards are designed to be compatible 
with ISO 22301 and can be integrated to deliver 
audit efficiency, consistency and optimisation.

To explore the ways ISO standards can help 
to improve your business, contact IMSM today 
for an informal discussion with your local IMSM 
Area Manager.   

IMSM guarantees that your Assessor will be 
highly qualified and trained to assist your 
business to ISO certification. 

Full service: IMSM offers full implementation; 
we will produce the manuals and make the 
process as simple as possible by improving 
systems already in place.

Training: IMSM offer training to supplement 
your ISO; training with IMSM is flexible and 
delivered by experienced IMSM Trainers.

What is involved?

Our Assessor will examine your company’s key 
activities and existing procedures and identify 
conformances to the ISO standard.  You will be 
assisted in developing programmes to rectify 
areas of non-conformance and producing 
appropriate quality procedure manuals.

If required, IMSM will develop and deliver 
tailored training programmes for your staff to 
supplement your ISO certification, to ensure a 
full understanding and implementation of the 
quality controls being put in place, by way of 
employee development.  

The external audit is the monitoring of the 
company’s conformance to the ISO standard. 
IMSM will continually support your business 
through the aforementioned stages as well as 
leading up to the audit, offering support and 
guidance to conformity.  

Once your organisation is confirmed as being 
ISO standard compliant, your organisation will 



ISO 22301 - Protect your business, build resilience

Business challenge

Unavoidable events such as natural disasters 
and technological incidents can critically impact 
businesses around the world, bringing their 
operations grinding to a halt. Recent global 
disasters have proven that businesses must 
go beyond relying on an emergency response 
plan and instead take adaptive and proactive 
measures to reduce the likelihood of disruption.   

Business solution

Businesses of all sizes and types show sound 
business sense by engaging comprehensive and 
systematic processes of prevention, protection, 
preparedness and response for business 
continuity and recovery. ISO 22301 Societal 
Security - Business Continuity Management 
System (BCMS), a direct replacement of BS 25999, 
has been developed to help businesses minimise 
the risk of both major and minor disruptions. 

What is ISO 22301?

ISO 22301 will help your business to implement 
a BCMS which specifies requirements to plan, 
establish, implement, operate, monitor, review, 
maintain and continually improve a documented 
system to prepare for, respond to and recover 
from disruptive events, when they arise. 

• Compliance issues are identified and 
managed for alternative processes.

• Improved understanding of the business – 
risk identification and analysis.

• Preservation of markets by ensuring 
continuity of supply.

• Health and Safety implications are correctly 
considered – legislation adhered to.

• Improved overall security.

Why choose IMSM?

IMSM’s approach is based on a set of principles 
to create balanced and sustained results for our 
clients:  

Fixed fee: IMSM ISO implementation is priced at 
a fixed rate from day one.  No hidden charges, no 
unexpected invoices.

Flexible implementation: Designed to fit around 
your business requirement and schedule.

Expertise: All IMSM Assessors have been 
successfully trained to the highest standard 
by an IRCA, or equivalent, approved training 
body and have earned a reputation of integrity.  

Business Continuity Management provides a 
framework for building resilience and effective 
response by identifying potential threats to an 
organisation and their possible impact on business 
operations. This framework safeguards your 
reputation, profitability and the interests of key 
stakeholders.

ISO 22301 places emphasis on objective setting and 
monitoring performance, gives clearer expectations 
on management and requires careful planning 
and preparing the resources needed for business 
continuity. 

What are the key benefits of ISO 22301?

• Effective response to crises.

• Protection of people.

• Protection of physical and knowledge assets of 
the business.

• Protect shareholder value.

• Reduced downtime.

• Improved operational effectiveness and 
resilience.

• Vital records can be maintained and protected.


